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Take the experience of gratification and tranquility of India by taking the combo tour of Delhi, Agra
and Rajasthan that is very special tour as it makes people amazed. This tour offer tourists to have a
look at the beautiful monuments, temples, forts, and their special stories behind the construction.
This tour not only offer you to get the knowledge of the heritage it also allow you to see the diversity
in all over the cities with the help of beliefs, customs, places language, culture, traditions, and living
style of India. All these things make people surprise and they feel proud on India

The three well-known places make tourists stun in regard of the amazing past and present. The
drastic change offer tourists to take pleasure of the heritage site in the modern cities and get
captivate towards them. The tour firstly offers tourists to take pleasure of vivacious capital Delhi.
The major attractions of the place where people roam around and have fun includes Lotus Temple,
Akshardham Temple, ed Fort, Jama Masjid, Humayunâ€™s Tomb, Malls, Raj Ghat, Chandni Chowk,
Qutub Minar, India Gate, President House, Parliament House, Birla Temple, Metro experience,
Hotels and Connaught place. After having pleasure and wondering at bustling Delhi the next
destination of this tour is Agra. Tours from Delhi make people excited to roam around various
destinations of India.

Agra is a place known for Seven Wonders of the World i.e. Taj Mahal. The beauty at the time of the
sunrise and sunset is wonderful. People whosoever visit the place just get magnetize over there and
capture the beautiful pictures of the monument non stop. Apart from the Taj Mahal another
attraction of the place is Agra fort. Most of the people say that the interior beauty of Agra fort is more
mesmerizing than of Taj Mahal. The last but not the least destination of this tour is in Rajasthan i.e.
its capital city Jaipur. Apart from Jaipur tours from Agra to other places are also available.
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